Challenges

1. Few universities/colleges conduct research
2. Little effective curriculum review
3. Underfunding – 90% in state-run institutions
4. Poor links to industry
5. Intense governance and integrity concerns
6. International isolation
7. Educated unemployment - Timepass
IF YOU HAVE NOTHING TO DO. PLEASE DO NOT DO IT HERE.
বিনা প্রয়োজনে ঘুরাফেরা করবেননা.
Challenges for collaboration

1. Poor understanding
2. Degree recognition
3. Often focus on recruitment = individualisation
Opportunities I: India is changing

1. Recent emergence of ‘elite’ private universities
2. Modi administration interested in reform
3. Social revolution in India
Opportunities II: Collaboration

1. Increasing research and teaching tie ups
2. South Asian diaspora within HE
3. Increasing focus on India abroad
4. Mandate
Four strategies

1. Regional development around private university hubs
2. Program of faculty-led initiative focusing on ‘regional India’ and State-run institutions
3. Develop Access Scholarships for Indian students
4. Research how private universities could catalyse regional educational change